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Abstract
Let G be a connected (di)graph. A vertex w is said to strongly resolve a pair u, v of vertices of G if there exists some shortest
u–w path containing v or some shortest v–w path containing u. A set W of vertices is a strong resolving set for G if every pair of
vertices of G is strongly resolved by some vertex of W. The smallest cardinality of a strong resolving set for G is called the strong
dimension of G. It is shown that the problem of ﬁnding the strong dimension of a connected graph can be transformed to the problem
of ﬁnding the vertex covering number of a graph. Moreover, it is shown that computing this invariant is NP-hard. Related invariants
for directed graphs are deﬁned and studied.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a connected (di)graph. The distance from a vertex u to a vertex v, denoted by dG(u, v) or d(u, v) if G is
clear from context, is the length of a shortest (directed) u–v path in G. A vertex w of G is said to resolve two vertices u
and v of G if the distance d(u,w) from u to w does not equal the distance d(v,w) from v to w. A setW of vertices of G
is said to be a resolving set for G if, for every two distinct vertices u and v, there is a vertex w of W that resolves u and
v. Alternatively, suppose W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk} is a set of vertices in G whose vertices have been assigned the given
order. The k-vector rG(v|W) = (dG(v,w1), dG(v,w2), . . . , dG(v,wk)) is called the representation of v with respect
to W. The subscript G will be omitted if G is clear from context. Then W is a resolving set for G if and only if no two
vertices of G have the same representation with respect to W. Note that wi is the only vertex of W for which the ith
co-ordinate of its representation with respect to W is 0. Therefore, when checking if W is a resolving set for G, one
need only check that the vertices of V (G) − W have distinct representations with respect to W. A smallest resolving
set of G is called a basis. The minimum cardinality of a resolving set for G is called the metric dimension of G and is
denoted by dim(G).
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Motivated by the problem of uniquely determining the location of an intruder in a network, the concept of metric
dimension was introduced by Slater in [14,15] and studied independently by Harary and Melter in [10]. Applications
of this invariant to the navigation of robots in networks are discussed in [12] and applications to chemistry in [1]. The
problem of ﬁnding the metric dimension of a graph is NP-hard (see [9,12]). Some bounds for this invariant, in terms
of the diameter of the (di)graph, are given in [1] and it was shown in [1,10,12,16] that the metric dimension of trees
can be determined efﬁciently. It appears unlikely that signiﬁcant progress can be made in determining the dimension
of a graph unless it belongs to a class for which the distances between vertices can be described in some systematic
manner. The metric dimension for Cayley digraphs and Cartesian products of graphs are studied in [6,16].
In [17] a more restricted invariant than the dimension is introduced. To this end we deﬁne, for two vertices u and v
in a connected graph G, the interval I [u, v] between u and v to be the collection of all vertices that belong to some
shortest u–v path.A vertex w strongly resolves two vertices u and v if v ∈ I [u,w] or if u ∈ I [v,w]. A setW of vertices
in a connected graph G is a strong resolving set for G if every two vertices of G are strongly resolved by some vertex
of W. The smallest cardinality of a strong resolving set of G is called its strong metric dimension and is denoted by
sdim(G). So, for example, for the complete graph Kn of order n the strong dimension sdim(Kn) = n − 1, for the
cycle Cn of order n the strong dimension sdim(Cn) = n/2 and if T is a tree, its strong metric dimension equals the
number of leaves of T minus 1 (see [17]). It was observed in [17] that if W is a strong resolving set, then the vectors
{r(v|W)|v ∈ V (G)} uniquely determine the graph G, i.e., if G′ is a graph with V (G′) = V (G) such that W strongly
resolves G′ and if for all v ∈ V (G)= V (G′) we have rG(v|W)= rG′(v|W), then G=G′. If W is a resolving set, then
the representations of the vertices of G with respect to W need not uniquely determine G (see [17]).
In Section 2, we show that ﬁnding sdim(G) is equivalent to ﬁnding the vertex covering number of a related graph,
and following from this that ﬁnding sdim(G) is NP-hard.
In Section 3 we consider extensions of the strong metric dimension for graphs to digraphs. In Section 4 we apply
the results of Sections 2 and 3 to Cayley graphs and digraphs.
Graph theory terminology not given here can be found in [2] and terminology for groups and Cayley digraphs can
be found in [8].
2. The strong metric dimension of graphs
In this section we show that the problem of ﬁnding the strong metric dimension can be transformed into a more
well-known problem. Recall that a vertex cover of a graph is a set S of vertices of G such that every edge of G is
incident with at least one vertex of S. The vertex covering number of G, denoted by (G), is the smallest cardinality of
a vertex cover of G. Recall that the largest cardinality of a set of vertices of G, no two of which are adjacent, is called
the independence number of G and is denoted by (G). A well-known result of Gallai [7] states that if G is a graph of
order n without isolated vertices, then (G)+(G) = n.
Recall that the neighbourhood of a vertex v in a graph G, denoted N(v), is the set of all vertices that are adjacent to
v in G. We say u is maximally distant from v (denoted by u MD v) if for every w ∈ N(u), d(v,w)d(u, v). If u is
maximally distant from v and v is maximally distant from u, then we say that u and v are mutually maximally distant
and denote this by u MMD v. Let G be a connected graph. Then the strong resolving graph GSR of G has vertex set
V (GSR) = V (G) and uv ∈ E(GSR) if and only if u MMD v. This map need not be injective. For example, the star
K1,n with n leaves (n3) and the graph obtained by identifying a vertex in the complete graph Ks+1 (s2) with the
central vertex in the star K1,n−s both have strong resolving graph isomorphic to Kn ∪ K1. However, we do have the
following result.
Theorem 2.1. For any connected graph G, sdim(G) = (GSR).
Proof. We prove this by showing that W is a strong resolving set for G if and only if W is a vertex cover for GSR. Let
W be a strong resolving set for G. Suppose u MMD v. Then at least one of u or v must belong to a strong resolving set
for G; otherwise, u /∈ I [v,w] and v /∈ I [u,w] for any w ∈ W . Hence every edge in GSR is incident with a vertex in W.
Suppose now that W is a vertex cover for GSR. Let u and v be any two vertices of G. If u MMD v, then one of
u and v belongs to W and such a vertex strongly resolves u and v. Suppose next that u MD v and v ¬MD u. Then
there is a neighbour v′ of v such that d(u, v′)> d(u, v). Note that u MD v′. Now either v′ MD u or v′ ¬MD u. If v′
¬MD u, then we repeat this process. Since G is ﬁnite, this process must eventually terminate with some vertex v0 such
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that v0 MMD u. Since v ∈ I [u, v0] and at least one of u or v0 belongs to W, u and v are strongly resolved by some
vertex of W.
Finally, suppose that u ¬MD v and v ¬MD u. Then there is a neighbour u′ of u such that d(v, u′)> d(v, u).
Moreover, u ∈ I [v, u′]. As before we repeat this process until we obtain a vertex u0 such that u0 MD v and such that
u ∈ I [u0, v]. Starting with u0 and v and using the above argument we can ﬁnd a vertex v0 such that u0 MMD v0 and
such that u and v lie on some shortest u0–v0 path. Hence at least one of u0 or v0 is in W and resolves u and v. Thus, W
strongly resolves every pair of vertices in G. 
It is natural to ask if the collection of all graphs GSR, where G is a connected graph, belongs to a class of graphs for
which the vertex covering number can be computed efﬁciently. We now show that this is not the case. To do this we
need the following deﬁnition: two nonadjacent vertices u and v in a graph H are false twins if they have the same open
neighbourhoods, i.e., if N(u) = N(v). The relation FT on V (H), deﬁned by (u, v) ∈ FT if and only if u and v are
false twins, is an equivalence relation on V (H), and thus partitions V (H). Let f t(H) be the total number of vertices
that belong to a non-trivial equivalence class with respect to the equivalence relation FT.
Theorem 2.2. Let H be any non-complete connected graph. Then there is a graph G(H) such that H is an induced
subgraph of G(H)SR and such that (G(H)SR ) = (H) + f t(H).
Proof. Let k=f t(H). Let u1, u2, . . . , uk be the vertices of H that have at least one false twin (other than themselves).
LetG be obtained from the complementH ofH by joining a new vertex v0 to every vertex inH . Now add k new vertices
v1, v2, . . . , vk to this graph and join ui to vi (1 ik). Finally, join v0 to vi (1 ik) and let G(H) be the resulting
graph. Then diam(G(H))= 2. We now show that no two adjacent vertices of G(H) are mutually maximally distant. Let
x, y ∈ V (G(H)). Suppose ﬁrst that x, y ∈ V (H). If x and y are not false twins in H, then one of them is adjacent in
G(H) to a vertex that the other one is not adjacent to. Suppose now that x and y are false twins in H. Then x = ui and
y = uj , for some i = j . So vi is adjacent with x = ui but not with y = uj . In either of these two cases x and y are not
mutually maximally distant in G(H). Suppose now that x = ui and y = vi , then ui is a false twin of some uj in H and
hence xuj ∈ E(G(H)) and yuj /∈E(G(H)). So x is not maximally distant from y. Since H is connected, no vertex of H
is adjacent in G(H) with all other vertices of H. So v0 is not maximally distant in G(H) from any vertex of H. Similarly
v0 is not maximally distant from vi for 1 ik. Hence G(H)SR G(H) and H is an induced subgraph of G
(H)
SR . Moreover,
the subgraph induced by v1, v2, . . . , vk in G(H)SR is complete and vi is joined to every vertex of H except to ui . A vertex
cover for H together with the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vk is a vertex cover for G(H)SR . Hence (G
(H)
SR )(H)+f t(H). Since
H is not complete, (H) |V (H)| − 2. If S is a (minimum) vertex cover of G(H)SR , then either S contains all the vi’s
(1 ik) or S contains k − 1 of the vi’s and at least |V (H)| − 1 vertices of H. In either case (H)+k |S|. The result
now follows. 
Since f t(H) can be determined in polynomial time, (G(H)SR ) can be determined in polynomial time if and only if
(H) can be determined in polynomial time.
We now show that the strong metric dimension of a graph is NP-hard. To see this, consider the following two decision
problems:
Vertex covering (VC)
Instance: A graph H and an integer B |V (H)| − 1.
Question: Is (H)B?
Strong dimension (SD)
Instance: A connected graph G and an integer C |V (G)| − 1.
Question: Is sdim(G)C?
It is well-known thatVC is NP-complete (see [9]). It is not difﬁcult to see that SD is in NP.We now show thatVC can
be polynomially transformed to SD. LetH be any instance ofVC. IfH is complete, then (H)=|V (H)|−1 and it is easy
to determine whether H is a yes or no instance of VC. Suppose now that H is not complete and that B |V (H)| − 1.
Let C = B + f t(H). Then (H)B if and only if (G(H)SR )B + f t(H) = C if and only if sdim(G(H))C.
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This transformation is clearly polynomial. Hence SD is NP-complete. Thus, the problem of ﬁnding the strong metric
dimension of a graph is NP-hard.
Of course if GSR is bipartite, then it is well-known that its vertex covering number can be computed efﬁciently.
Moreover, many good approximation algorithms for the vertex covering number are known (see for example [5,11,13]).
It remains an open problem to characterize graphs G for which GSR are bipartite.
3. The weak, unilateral and strong dimension of a digraph
The metric dimension of a digraph as deﬁned in the introduction was introduced in [3] and studied further in [4,6].
In this section we introduce three invariants for digraphs; namely, the ‘weak’, the ‘unilateral’ and ‘strong’ dimensions.
Each of these invariants is derived from properties of the undirected case extending both themetric and strong dimension
for graphs: the weak dimension of a digraph extends the dimension of a graph, and the unilateral and strong dimensions
together extend the strong dimension each with respect to a certain property of the strong dimension in the undirected
case where they are equivalent. Let D be a strong digraph, i.e., a digraph in which every two vertices are mutually
reachable, and u, v,w ∈ V (D). We say that w weakly resolves u and v if d(u,w) = d(v,w) or d(w, u) = d(w, v). A
set W of vertices weakly resolves D if every pair of vertices of D is weakly resolved by some vertex of W. In that case
W is called a weak resolving set of D. A smallest weak resolving set is called a weak basis for D and its cardinality
is called the weak dimension of D and is denoted by wdim(D). Thus, a basis for a digraph D is also a weak basis
for D. The weak dimension is a more natural extension of the dimension of a graph to a digraph, than the extension
deﬁned in [3], since, for example, in the deﬁnition of weak dimension there is symmetry with respect to consideration
of distances.
Suppose W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk} is a set of vertices of D that has been assigned the given order. Then the weak
representation of a vertex v of D with respect to W is the 2 × k matrix
wr(v|W) =
[
d(v,w1) d(v,w2) . . . d(v,wk)
d(w1, v) d(w2, v) . . . d(wk, v)
]
.
The set W is a weak resolving set if and only if the weak representation of any two vertices of D with respect to W
are distinct.
Suppose u, v,w are vertices of a strong digraph D. Then w unilaterally resolves u to v if v ∈ I [u,w] or u ∈ I [w, v],
i.e., either some shortest directed u–w path contains v or some shortest directed w–v path contains u. If w unilaterally
resolves u to v or v to u we say that w unilaterally resolves u and v. A setW of vertices unilaterally resolves D if every
pair of vertices ofD is unilaterally resolved by some vertex ofW. In this caseW is called a unilateral resolving set forD.
A smallest unilateral resolving set is called a unilateral basis and its cardinality is called the unilateral dimension of D
and is denoted by udim(D).We will illustrate that a unilateral basis is not adequate to guarantee (unique) recoverability
of the arc set.
A set S of vertices of a strong digraph D is a strong resolving set for D if for all pairs u, v of vertices of D, there is a
vertex of S that unilaterally resolves u to v and one that unilaterally resolves v to u. A smallest strong resolving set for
D is called a strong basis and its cardinality the strong dimension of D and is denoted by sdim(D).
It is straightforward to see that
wdim(D)udim(D)sdim(D).
Fig. 1 shows a digraphD for which {w1, w2} is a weak basis {w1, w2, w3} is a unilateral basis and {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5}






Fig. 1. A digraph D with wdim(D) = 2, udim(D) = 3 and sdim(D) = 5.
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If D is a symmetric digraph, then the problems of ﬁnding wdim(D) and sdim(D) is equivalent to ﬁnding the metric
dimension and the strong metric dimension of the underlying graph of D. Thus, the problems of ﬁnding the weak
dimension and the strong dimension for digraphs in general is NP-hard.
As mentioned in the introduction, it was pointed out in [17] that if W is a strong resolving set for a graph G, then
the representations of the vertices of G, with respect to W, uniquely determine G. The next result parallels this one for
strong resolving sets in digraphs.
Proposition 3.1. Let D be a strongly connected digraph and W ⊆ V (D) a strong resolving set for D. Then the weak
representations of the vertices of D with respect to W uniquely determine D.
Proof. Suppose there exist two strongly connecteddigraphsD andD′ having strong resolving setsW={w1, w2, . . . , wk}
and W ′ = {w′1, w′2, . . . , w′k} (that have been assigned the given order) such that the set of weak representations of the
vertices of D with respect to W equals the set of weak representations of the vertices of D′ with respect to W ′.
Suppose u, v ∈ V (D) and u′, v′ ∈ V (D′). Suppose u and v have the same weak representations in D with respect
to W as u′ and v′ in D′ with respect to W ′, respectively. We show uv ∈ E(D) implies u′v′ ∈ E(D′).
Suppose u′v′ /∈E(D′). Since W ′ is strongly resolving, there is some w′i in W ′ that unilaterally resolves u′ to v′. If
v′ ∈ I [u′, w′i], then since u′v′ /∈E(D′), d(u′, w′i )d(v′, w′i )+2. However, since uv ∈ E(D), d(u,wi)d(v,wi)+1.
This contradicts our assumption. Hence u′v′ ∈ E(D′) in this case. If u′ ∈ I [w′i , v′], then d(w′i , v′)d(w′i , u′) + 2.
Again this is not possible since d(w′i , v′)d(w′i , u′) + 1.
Similarly, if u′v′ ∈ E(D′), then uv ∈ E(D). Hence DD′. 
The previous result does not hold if W is a unilateral resolving set. To see this suppose n4 and that D is the
n-cycle v1, v2, . . . , vn, v1 and D′ the digraph obtained from the n-cycle v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n, v′1 by adding the arc v′3v′1. Then
W = {vn} and W ′ = {v′n} are unilateral resolving sets for D and D′, respectively. Moreover, the collection of weak
representations of the vertices of D and D′ with respect to W and W ′, respectively are equal. Nevertheless, D and D′
are not isomorphic.
Wenow show that the problemof ﬁnding the strong dimension of any strong digraph can be transformed into the vertex
covering problem for graphs by adapting the ideas used for graphs in Section 2 to digraphs. Let D be a strong digraph.
A vertex v of D is maximally distant from a vertex u, denoted by v MDF u if for all x ∈ N+(v), d(u, x)d(u, v).
A vertex u of D is maximally distant to a vertex v, denoted by uMDT v, if for all x ∈ N−(u), d(x, v)d(u, v). If
v MDF u and uMDT v, we say u is mutually maximally distant to v and denote this by uMMDT v.
LetGSR(D) be the graph with V (GSR)=V (D)where uv ∈ E(GSR(D)) if and only if uMMDT v or v MMDT u.
We call GSR(D) the strong resolving graph of D.
Theorem 3.2. If D is a strong digraph, then sdim(D) = (GSR(D)).
Proof. This follows as in Theorem 2.1. 
4. The weak, unilateral and strong dimensions of cayley graphs and digraphs of abelian groups
The representations of vertices in a digraph with respect to weak, unilateral or strong bases provides a way of co-
ordinatizing the vertices. We now turn our attention to special classes of Cayley graphs and digraphs. The vertices of
these (di)graphs are naturally co-ordinatized in terms of the generators (used to deﬁne these graphs) and have the added
advantage that their distances can easily be computed algebraically. One may ask if the dimension invariants studied
thus far are related to the number of generators. We will see in this section that this is not in general the case for these
Cayley digraphs. Let  be a ﬁnite group and  a set of generators for . The Cayley digraph of  with generating set
, denoted Cay(: ), is deﬁned as follows:
1. The vertices of Cay(: ) are precisely the elements of .
2. For u and v in , there is an arc from u to v if and only if ug = v for some generator g ∈ .
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A Cayley digraph Cay( : ) with the property that g ∈  implies g−1 ∈  is called a Cayley graph. If  is a set
of generators, then −1 denotes the set of inverses of the elements of . Thus for a Cayley graph, = −1. Note that
for a given ﬁnite group  and a speciﬁed set of generators  of , every element of the group can be expressed as a
product of generators in . Hence, in the graph G=Cay(: ), there exists a path in G from any vertex of G to every
other vertex of G. Thus, any Cayley digraph is strongly connected, and the weak, unilateral and strong dimensions of
any Cayley digraph are therefore deﬁned.
For the remainder of this section we consider these invariants for Cayley (di)graphs of abelian groups. It is
known that every abelian group is isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups. We will focus on bounds and
exact values for sdim(Cay(: )) and sdim(Cay( ∪ −1 : )), where  = Zn1Zn2 · · ·Znk and  =
{(1, 0, . . . , 0), (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)} and k, n1, n2, . . . , nk are positive integers. If ni = 2 for every
1 ik, then the resulting Cayley graph is the well-known k-cube. The asymptotic exact value of its dimension was
determined in [17] to be O(k/ log k), a stark contrast to its strong dimension which can easily be seen to be 2k−1. The
results of this section build on this result and on the ﬁndings of [6,16], where the metric dimension of these Cayley
graphs and digraphs, respectively, were determined for  a product of two cyclic groups.
Our ﬁrst result is for Cayley graphs; here the strong metric dimension is determined for all such graphs where  is
the product of two cyclic groups and most Cayley graphs where  is the product of three or more cyclic groups. Before
proving this result we need the following deﬁnitions. If G is a graph and F and H are two disjoint subgraphs of G, then
we say F and G are adjacent if, in G, some vertex of F is joined to some vertex of H. SupposeF={F1, F2, . . . , Fk} is a
collection of pairwise vertex disjoint induced subgraphs of G. Then G(F) is the graph whose vertices are the elements
ofF and whose edges are deﬁned by FiFj ∈ E(G(F)) if and only if Fi and Fj are adjacent subgraphs in G.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be the graph Cay( ∪ −1 : ) for the group  = Zn1Zn2(2n1n2) with generators






if n1 or n2 is even,
n1(n2 + 1)
2
if every ni is odd.
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that n1 or n2 is even (say n1).
If n2 is also even, then for every vertex v = (k, l) in G there is exactly one vertex v′ = ((k + (n1/2))mod n1, (l +
(n2/2))mod n2) that is MMD from v. Hence GSR is a union of K2’s and thus has vertex covering number n/2.
If n2 is odd, then each vertex v = (k, l) is MMD with exactly two other vertices, namely the two adjacent vertices
v1 = ((k + (n1/2))mod n1, (l + ((n2 − 1)/2))mod n2) and v2 = ((k + (n1/2))mod n1, (l + ((n2 + 1)/2))mod n2).
Note that in GSR these three vertices will belong to an even cycle containing all the vertices of the two n2-cycles they
lie on in G, namely the vertices with ﬁrst co-ordinate k or (k + (n1/2))mod n1. Hence, GSR consists of the union of
even cycles which also has vertex covering number n/2.
Suppose now that both n1 and n2 are odd. Observe that G is isomorphic to the Cartesian product Cn1 × Cn2 of
the cycles Cn1 and Cn2 . So G can be obtained from an n2-cycle v0, v1, . . . , vn2−1, v0 by replacing each vi with an
n1-cycle Fi : ui,0, ui,1, . . . , ui,n1−1, ui,0 and joining, for 0jn1 − 1 and 0 in2 − 1, the vertex ui,j with ui+1,j
and for 0jn1 − 1, the vertex un2−1,j with u0,j . Let F = {F0, F1, . . . , Fn2−1}. The subgraph induced by Fi in
GSR(F) is adjacent with exactly two subgraphs induced by the vertices in the elements ofF, namely Fi+((n2−1)/2)
and Fi+((n2+1)/2). So GSR(F) is a n2-cycle C: F0, F(n2−1)/2, Fn2−1, F(n2−3)/2, . . . , F(n2+1)/2, F0. For i even and
0 in2 − 1, let Hi be the subgraph of GSR induced by the vertices ofFn2−(i/2) and for i odd and 1 in2 − 3 let
Hi be the subgraph of GSR induced by the vertices of F(n2−i)/2. Then C: H0, H1, . . . , Hn2−1, H0. Let S be a minimum
vertex cover of GSR. We show that |S|(n1(n2 +1))/2. It is not difﬁcult to see that S contains at least n1 vertices from
V (Hi) ∪ V (Hi+1) (0 in2 − 1) and if S contains vertices from both Hi and Hi+1, then S contains at least n1 + 1
vertices of V (Hi) ∪ V (Hi+1). We say Hi is full if |S ∩ V (Hi)| = n1 and Hi is empty if |S ∩ V (Hi)| = ∅. We consider
two cases. Suppose ﬁrst that each Hi (0 in2 − 1) is not empty. Then by the above observation,
n2−1∑
i=0
(|S ∩ V (Hi)| + |S ∩ V (Hi+1)|)n2(n1 + 1).
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Since each element of S is counted exactly twice in this sum, |S|(n2(n1 + 1))/2(n1(n2 + 1))/2. So the result
follows in this case. Suppose now that some Hi , say H0, is empty. We show that each Hi is either full or empty.
Since H0 is empty both H1 and Hn2−1 are full. Let i2 be the smallest integer such that Hi is neither empty nor
full. Since S is a vertex cover Hi−1 must be full and Hi+1 is not empty. So |S ∩ (V (Hi) ∪ V (Hi+1))|n1 + 1. If we
let S′ = (S − V (Hi)) ∪ V (Hi+1), then |S′|< |S| and S′ is a vertex cover of GSR. This contradicts the fact that S is
a minimum vertex cover for GSR. Thus, every Hi is either full or empty. Since C is an odd cycle and since adjacent
vertices of C cannot both be empty, it follows that at least (n2 +1)/2 elements of C are full. Thus, |S|(n1(n2 +1))/2.
Since
⋃(n2−1)/2
i=0 C2i is a vertex cover of GSR it follows that |S|(n1(n2 + 1))/2. 
It is likely that this result can be extended, for  being the direct product of three or more cyclic groups, with a
similar (albeit far more tedious) argument. Indeed, except for the case where each cyclic group has odd order, it is easy
to show that the strong dimension of these Cayley graphs is precisely half the number of vertices, a great contrast to the
result of [16] where the metric dimension of these graphs was found to be at most twice the number of cyclic groups.
Next we consider the weak, unilateral and strong dimension of Cayley digraphs for the same groups and minimal sets
of generators. We begin with some general bounds for Cayley digraphs that will be used in Theorem 4.3 and Corollary
4.4.
Lemma 4.2. Let H = Cay(: ) and suppose e is the identity of . Let H ′ = Cay(′ : ′) where ′ = HZn for
n3 and ′ = (× {0}) ∪ {(e, 1)}. Then wdim(H)wdim(H ′)wdim(H) + (n − 2)/2.
Proof. Suppose W ′ = {w′1, w′2, . . . , w′d ′ } is a basis for H ′. Then w′i = (wi, j) for some wi ∈ V (H) and some
0jn − 1. Let x, y ∈ V (H). Then (x, 0), (y, 0) ∈ V (H ′). Hence (x, 0) and (y, 0) are weakly resolved by some
w′i = (wi, j). If j = 0, then wi weakly resolves x and y. Suppose j1. Then either dH ′((x, 0), w′i ) = dH ′((y, 0), w′i )
or dH ′(w′i , (x, 0)) = dH ′(w′i , (y, 0)). Since dH ′((x, 0), w′i )= dH (x,wi)+ j and dH ′((y, 0), w′i )= dH (y,wi)+ j and
dH ′(w′i , (x, 0))= dH (wi, x)+ n− j and dH ′(w′i , (y, 0))= dH (wi, y)+ n− j we see that if w′i weakly resolves (x, 0)
and (y, 0) in H ′, then wi weakly resolves x and y in H. Thus, W ={wi ∈ V (H)|w′i = (wi, j) ∈ W ′} is a weak resolving
set for H. This establishes the lower bound.
For the upper bound suppose W = {w1, w2, . . . , wd} is a weak resolving set for H. Then one can show that W ′ =
{(w1, 0), (w2, 0), . . . , (wd, 0)} ∪ {(w1, 2), (w1, 4), . . . , (w1, 2(n − 2)/2)} is a weak resolving set for H ′. 
We now determine the exact value of the weak dimension for the Cayley digraph of the group that is a direct product
of two cyclic groups and a minimal set of generators.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose n1 and n2 are integers such that n12 and n23. Let D be the Cayley digraph Cay(: )






Proof. Note that the vertices ofDwith ﬁxed ﬁrst (second) co-ordinate form a directed n2-cycle (n1-cycle, respectively).
Two n1-cycles are adjacent if their second co-ordinates differ by 1. Adjacent n2 cycles are deﬁned similarly.
Let S be any set of fewer than n1/2 vertices. Then there are two adjacent n1-cycles as well as two adjacent n2-cycles
that contain no vertex of S. By symmetry we may assume that the n1-cycles with second co-ordinates 0 and 1 and the
two n2-cycles with ﬁrst co-ordinates 0 and 1 do not contain any vertex of S. But then the two vertices (1, 0) and (0, 1)
are not weakly resolved by any vertex of S since there is a shortest path from either one of these two vertices to any
vertex of S that passes through the vertex (1, 1) and there is a shortest path from any vertex of S to either one of these
two vertices that pass through the vertex (0, 0). So (1, 0) and (0, 1) are the same distance to or from any vertex of S.
Hence wdim(D)n1/2.
Since a directed cycle is weakly resolved by one vertex, the result follows from Lemma 4.2 if n1, n23. If n1 = 2
and n23, then the result still holds since any vertex weakly resolves D in this case. 
Remark. It is not difﬁcult to see that the above theorem does not hold if n1 = n2 = 2. In that case the weak dimen-
sion is 2.
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Corollary 4.4. Let k, n1, n2, . . . , nk be integers where k2 and 3n1n2n3 · · · nk . Let  = Zn1Zn2












Remark. Corollary 4.4 still holds if n1 = 2 and ni3 for i2.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose n1 and n2 are integers such that n12 and n23. Let D be the Cayley digraph Cay( : )






Proof. By Theorem 4.3 n1/2 = wdim(D)udim(D). If W = {(0, 0), (2, 0), . . . , (2(n1 − 1)/2, 0)} (where
the ith co-ordinate is expressed modulo ni for i = 1, 2), then W is a unilateral resolving set. Hence udim(D)
n1/2. 
Apart from the trivial inequality that relates the weak and unilateral dimension, it is not clear how these invariants
are related for Cayley digraphs of groups that are direct products of three or more cyclic groups and a minimal set of
generators. The next result shows that the strong dimension for these Cayley digraphs is considerably larger than their
weak dimension.
Theorem 4.6. Let D be the Cayley digraph Cay( : ) where  = Zn1Zn2 · · · Znk and  = {(1, 0, . . . , 0),






if there exists an even ni,
n(lcm(n1, n2, . . . , nk) + 1)
2lcm(n1, n2, . . . , nk)
if every ni is odd.
Proof. For any vertex v with co-ordinates (v1, v2, . . . , vk), the only vertex u such that v MMDT u is the vertex with
co-ordinates (v1−1, v2−1, . . . , vk−1)where the ith entry of the last vertex is expressedmodulo ni . Moreover, the only
vertex u such that uMMDT v is (v1 + 1, v2 + 1, . . . , vk + 1). Hence the degree of every vertex in GSR(D) is 2. Thus,
GSR(D) is 2-regular and hence a union of cycles. Since D is vertex transitive, so is GSR(D). Thus any two cycles of
GSR(D) have the same size. To determine the size of the cycles we ﬁnd the size of the cycle that contains (0, 0, . . . , 0)
by successively proceeding to the next vertex on the cycle whose co-ordinates are each one larger than the current
vertex. So from (0, 0, . . . , 0) we proceed to (1, 1, . . . , 1) then to (2, 2, . . . , 2) and so on, where the ith co-ordinate is
expressed modulo ni . The ﬁrst time we return to (0, 0, . . . , 0) is after visiting lcm(n1, n2, . . . , nk) vertices (including
itself). To see this observe that the ith co-ordinate of a vertex visited in this manner is 0 only if the number of steps
applied is a multiple of ni (1 ik). Therefore, the size of the cycle must be a multiple of every ni . The ﬁrst time
every entry is a multiple of every ni is of course the lowest common multiple of the ni’s.
Thus, the graph GSR(D) consists of n/(lcm(n1, n2, . . . , nk)) pairwise disjoint cycles each of length lcm
(n1, n2, . . . , nk). If any of the ni are even, then the lowest common multiple of the ni is even. Hence, we need a vertex
cover for a union of even cycles. In this case aminimum vertex cover consists of half of the vertices on each cycle. Hence
sdim(G)=n/2. However, if all the ni are odd, then lcm(n1, n2, . . . , nk) is also odd. Hence, we need a vertex cover for
a union of n/(lcm(n1, n2, . . . , nk)) odd cycles—for each cycle we can choose (lcm(n1, n2, . . . , nk)+ 1)/2 vertices to
form a minimum cover. Thus, in this case, we have sdim(G)= (n(lcm(n1, n2, . . . , nk)+ 1))/(2lcm(n1, n2, . . . , nk)).
This completes the proof. 
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper we showed that the problem of ﬁnding the strong metric dimension of a graph is equivalent to a vertex
covering problem of a related graph.We also extended this notion to digraphs in such away that theweak representations
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of the vertices with respect to strong resolving sets uniquely determine the digraph, a property also possessed by strong
resolving sets for graphs. We also pointed out that this notion could not be weakened to unilateral resolving sets. We
observed that
wdim(D)udim(D)sdim(D)
and that there are digraphsD forwhich any twoof these three invariants can differ. It is also true thatwdim(D)dim(D)
for any digraph D. However, no relationships between dim(D) and udim(D) or dim(D) and sdim(D) are known for
digraphs in general.
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